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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME

Room 54 is a first person story driven survival horror game, focused on investigation, exploration,solving puzzles and action.
Room54 is a first person adventure/survival horror game, focused on investigation, exploration,solving puzzles and action. The
story of Daniel and his wife desirè in an apparently quiet small mountain town full of secrets. The main goal of the game is give

to the player the total immersion during the gameplay.
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STORY

Daniel and his wife Desirè decide to spend their winter holidays in their beautiful mountain house in the Roseberg valley, a
wonderful place surrounded by the wilderness, Far away from the chaotic city life. During their holidays, Desiré went missing
mysteriously and strange events start to happen, revealing a hided and disturbing reality behind this place and their community.

Daniel will try at any costs to save his family. Will he succeed in this venture?
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GAMEPLAY

You will play as Daniel, a father that will try to save at any costs himself and his family, your gameplay will be focused on
discovering secrets places around valley,investigating and survive. You will find many objects that will help you to solve enigma
and to stay alive. The immersive audio and environment will make you feel constantly follow by an high anxiety dose during the

game.

ARMED AND UNARMED: The gameplay is mainly divided into two phases, one in which you will have to be stealthy
and silent hiding and avoiding the dangers and one in which you will be armed and ready to defend yourself.

INTERACTIONS: Analyze and use objects to solve enigma and puzzles and unlock new areas of the map.

CHALLENGING GAMEPLAY: Your enemy will not surrender easily, play with a competitive and smart AI with
untipical and original weapons.

CHARACTERISTICS

 explore terrifying building and places with an advanced graphics achivied with the powerfull of CryEngine 5.

 Follow the intriguing story with the narrative voices of the main character, discover mysteries examinating objects and
ancient artifacts.

 use of high quality audio assets and soundbanks created with Wwise assure a total immersive gameplay
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Title: Room 54
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
IK-Interactive
Publisher:
IK-Interactive
Release Date: END 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Dual core 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 460 1GB/Radeon 5850 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,Italian,German
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The Underwater Utopia Awaits!:

London 1957. You have been abandoned on an orphanage doorstep as a child. Now – 25 years later – you receive an envelope
with an invitation on a mystery voyage and an old picture of you and your mother together.

Why did your mom leave you and how is she connected to the secret organization? To discover the truth, you embark on a trip
to the Emerald Maiden. Soon it becomes apparent that something very wrong is going on inside this supposed “playground for
the rich and elite”. Relying on your wits alone, you will have to face the facilities darkest secrets, learn the truth about your
family and flee before it’s too late!

The thrilling story in a unique underwater setting will become available on 18th February with 40% discount.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/429610/?snr=1_7_7_151_150_2
. Patch 1.0.1 is out!:
Greetings, ladies and gentlemen! We had received your feedback, considered it worthy, and now we proudly present you the
first post-release patch that brings not very global, but nonetheless rather important changes:

Edited game localization for several languages;

Disabled rotation of camera by default (many players were annoyed by it);

Music is not so often repeating itself now - tracks are chosen not by random, but cyclically, according to the playlist;

Corrected and balanced volume of all sounds and music;

Fixed weird game behavior on some screen resolutions;

Fixed a bug of being able to pause the game while the End of Round window is active (such unnatural occurence led the
game to utter crash);
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Fixed a MacOS bug when multiple clicks could cause a crash of the game.

. Update 0.5.5.9 Gene changes and access to the clan's inventory:
- Falling of genes below zero is limited
- Added change of access to inventory of clans
- Added green player online
- Added absence time for the player in the game. Update 0.35:
- Balanced plant decomposition rate to 1/3th of total plant growth time
- Plant mutation severity is now determined on plant root spawn
- Plant editor is now using cached plant data, unless structure dependent DNA is changed
- Reduced maximum plant complexity (From: 3/3/6, to: 2/3/6 or 3/3/5 max)
- Inventory state is now tracked and saved
- Persistent inventory slots have been added, accessible as left-most column in Inventory
- Inventory and plant editor windows are now toggled off after picking up object
- Fixed grabbing/cutting single node plants
- Fixed saving/loading free floating plant cuttings
- Fixed held objects not fully rotating in some axes
- Fixed plants generating from scratch in plant editor
- Fixed plants not updating their base spawn position after moving
- Fixed decorations falling out of tank and not colliding with tank sides
- Fixed plant collider center not being part of serialized plant save/data
- Optimized plant spawning by implementing multiple levels of plant data caching
- Optimized plant data management by utilizing pooled arrays instead of dictionaries
- Optimized plant data structure to contain/update less data
- Refactored plant data structure to allow plants caching
- Saves from old versions are now removed on startup

Hotfix 0.35a
- Fixed plant editor crashing game if used to modify default plant when other plants were growing
- Fixed plant editor crashing game if used to modify cutting from growing plant
- Fixed plant editor not rendering some nodes when other plants were growing
- Fixed pooled plant cache not resetting all flags on disable
- Enabled development build as default to simplify debugging

Hotfix 0.35b:
- Fixed plant seeds loading incorrect cached plant data. Ideology in Friction Update!:
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Hey everyone!

Check out our latest official teaser trailer for Ideology in Friction!

https://youtu.be/BD-egBQuv0Y

We know you've all been waiting to hear more news about Ideology in Friction! We have been working hard to get this to our
fans as soon as possible and we're excited to announce that it will be available in Summer 2019.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1011940/Ideology_in_Friction/

Thank you for your continued support and we hope to bring you more amazing games!

________________________________________

Publisher Page: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/Kagura

Group Page: https://steamcommunity.com/groups/kaguragames

Catalogue: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/Kagura/list/35076

Twitter: https://twitter.com/KaguraGaming

Facebook: http://facebook.com/kaguragames

Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/8Qsn5en

Website: https://www.kaguragames.com. Update 12.0:
Happy holidays knights! I wanted to give you guys a special update for this holiday season
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New maps:

Crypt-. In-Depth Player Created Guide:
One of the players created a very nice in-depth guild to creating a characters, some of skills needed for more advance crafts, and
some general statistics of which items are good to craft with.

You can find the guide here:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/342910/guides/. Releasing tonight!:
Thank you all for waiting, we're sorry about the delays.

The game is officially releasing tonight in Early Access.
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